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ABSTRACT 
Oracle virtual assemblies provide a great way to simply the deployment of enterprise-class multi-tier applications and their configuration 

dependencies. Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder 11gR1 can create Oracle virtual assembly packages by capturing the state of an installed application 

topology. Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c can deploy these assemblies in the cloud resulting in fully operational application stack within minutes. 

This session will walk you step by step through the Oracle virtual assembly creation process. This session will also demonstrate how you can use 

Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control to deploy an assembly in a self service cloud 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

The technical professions in IT organizations such as Enterprise & Cloud Architects, Middleware administrators, 
System/Database Administrators and IT Managers can benefit from reading this whitepaper. 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This whitepaper discusses Oracle Infrastructure Cloud and the  self service provisioning the cloud application method based 
on Oracle virtual assembly, Oracle Virtual Assembly and Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c . This whitepaper will also examine 
the process to create Oracle virtual assemblies for multi-tier applications.  Through this paper, learners will be able to learn: 

• Create virtual assemblies with Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder 

• Establish Oracle infrastructure cloud environment with Oracle VM 

• Deploy virtual assembly in infrastructure Cloud 

• Setup Oracle Self Service Portal 

• Deploy Oracle virtual assembly through Oracle Self Service Portal 

BACKGROUND 

The traditional applications deployment is a process of multiple steps that include hardware provisioning/configuration, 
Operating system configuration, installation and configuration of the prerequisites, application configuration. Many of these 
are steps are highly skilled manual work and they are time consuming and error prone. These deployment processes are hardly 
adapted for a cloud environment where an automatic provisioning process is needed. This whitepaper will introduce a 
application deployment method based on Oracle virtual assembly  

 

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AND EXAMPLES 

See the technical whitepaper below  
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INTRODUCTION 

APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT WITH ORACLE VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY 

 

The Traditional Application Deployment process usually consists of multiple steps including  Hardware, OS, Prerequisites, 
Application  installation/configuration. These are highly skilled manual work, time consuming and error prone which are 
duplicated efforts and very hard to automate and hardly adapted for a cloud environment where an automatic provisioning 
process is needed. 

Oracle virtualization solution such as Oracle VM is an Application-Driven Virtualization which aims to simplify the 
application deployment process.  In Oracle VM environment, applications run on virtual machines.  Oracle VM template is   
pre-built pre-configured virtual machine with OS plus completed application installation and configuration. You can use these 
VM templates to deploy virtual machines. The virtual machines that are deployed using the VM templates have the completed 
pre-build pre-installed application. For Example, you can use Weblogic VM template to create a virtual machine. Once 
created, this virtual machine has a pre-installed and pre-configured Weblogic server application that is ready to function. 
Oracle published VM templates for most Oracle products for download at this link: 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/vm/templates-101937.html. You can create your own Oracle VM 
templates for your applications. The process to create virtual machines using VM templates is very simple. It can be done 
through the GUI on Oracle VM manager as well as Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c.   

Figure 1 shows the architecture of Oracle VM. The virtual server pool collects a pool of the computing resources such as 
CPUs and Memory from physical servers, shared storage. Virtual machines run on this virtual server pool. Applications run 
on virtual machines (VM) 

 

 

Figure 1. Oracle VM virtual infrastructure  

While Oracle VM template is a built of one virtual machine that usually for a single tier application, Oracle Virtual Assembly A 
is  a collection of interrelated software appliances that are automatically configured to work together. A virtual assembly is best 
for the multiple tier application such as a Weblogic server plus database.  Usually we call a single tier VM an appliance which is 
a function union of application with this execution environment such as OS plus database.  Assembly is a set of appliance. 
When we build a assembly, An assembly include one or more templates plus the meta data that describes the relations and 
connection among the appliance (template). When we deploy the assembly, this template gets deployed a virtual machines 

At same time and the relations and links among the appliances get are reestablished as they before.  

Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder Studio is the tool that we can use to create assemblies. This tool captures the software 
configurations and package to software appliances and connects them to form assemblies. Figure 2 shows the process to 
create assemblies: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/vm/templates-101937.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/vm/templates-101937.html
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Figure 2: Process to create virtual assemblies with Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder Studio 

 

The Virtual Assembly Builder Studio can take a currently functioning multi-tier application as a reference system and capture 
the configurations of the applications and create virtual assemblies. In the later session of this whitepaper we will discuss the 
assembly creation process with this tool. 

 

ORACLE INFRASTRUCTURE CLOUD AND ORACLE EM12C 

Oracle Infrastructure Cloud is based on Oracle Virtualization.  Oracle VM provides the virtualization solutions and Oracle 
Enterprise Manager 12c provides full life cycle management of Cloud Infrastructure cloud and its management architecture. 
Figure 3 shows the architecture of such an Oracle Infrastructure Cloud: 

 

 

Figure 3: Cloud Infrastructure and Cloud Management  

This Cloud architecture has two parts: Cloud infrastructure and Cloud management. The cloud infrastructure consists of 
several departmental virtual infrastructure each of which is managed by a VM manager.  For example, we can have one virtual 
infrastructure for HR department, another for finance department. A virtual infrastructure can have one or more virtual server 
pools that provide a pool of computing resources and storage resources to run virtual machines. The Cloud management is 
provided by Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c. It provides the full life cycle management including automatic 
provisioning/deployment, configuration management, monitoring and Self service provisioning, etc. 

Oracle Enterprise Manager provides the mechanism to deploy applications using assemblies through the self-service portal. 
As shown in figure 3, a virtual assembly is imported to the software library in Oracle Enterprise Manager. Through the 
software library, this assembly  is published  as a resource. The self service admin grants the access of resources to the self 
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service user.  When a self server user needs to provision an application in the cloud environment, he can request a deploy of 
the application. The automated provisioning procedure in the Enterprise Manager 12c will use the assembly stored in the 
software library to create Oracle VMs that have pre-configured applications in the infrastructure cloud.  

 

ORACLE | DELL JOINT INFRASTRUCTURE CLOUD PROJECT 

In the last session, we have given an introduction to Oracle VM, virtual assembly, automatic provisioning solution by Oracle 
Enterprise Manager12c.  In the rest of sessions of this whitepaper we will examine the design of such a cloud environment 
based on an Oracle and Dell joint infrastructure cloud project, and how to implement self service provisioning cloud 
applications using virtual assemblies on this cloud environment. 

This Oracle | Dell Joint Infrastructure Cloud Project was established to achieve three project goals:  

• Reference configuration of Infrastructure Cloud on Dell platforms 

• Create virtual assemblies by capturing installed applications 

• Establish infrastructure cloud solution to achieve PaaS and IaaS    based on the Self Service requests. 

In order to achieve these project goals, this project consisted of the following four major tasks:   

• Infrastructure Cloud Architecture Design 

• Cloud Infrastructure Deployment and Configuration 

• Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder to create assemblies 

• Setup Self Service Applications in Cloud 

 

 Infrastructure Cloud Technology Stack 

The Infrastructure Cloud environment of this joint project is designed to be a smaller scope of  proof concept environment 
that imitates the real production private cloud environment. The cloud environment consists of five physical servers and one 
shared storage.  

• 3 physical severs for  VM servers:  

• 1 physical sever for VM Manager 

• 1 physical server for Enterprise Manager 

• Fiber Channel Storage for Cloud storage 

The cloud also consists of the following software stack for the virtualization and management: 

• Virtual Server: Oracle Virtual server 3.1.1 

• Virtual Environment Manager: Oracle VM Manager 3.1.1 

• Cloud Management: Oracle Enterprise Manager 12.1.0.2 

 

CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT AND CONFIGURATION 

This session will examine the infrastructure configuration of this Cloud environment.  

Hardware Architecture Layout of the Cloud 

To meet the high availability requirement of the cloud infrastructure, it is highly recommended that the redundant 
configuration of the cloud hardware as shown in figure 5: 
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Figure 4. High Available Hardware stack for the Cloud  

 

The following figure 5 shows how the hardware and software stack work together to form the cloud architecture and 
management solution: 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Cloud Architecture  

 

Cloud Virtualization and Management Software Stack 

The software stack configuration consists of software installation of Oracle VM server 3.1.1 on three physical machines and 
installation of Oracle VM Manager 3.1.1 and Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c as shown in Figure 6. 

   

After the basic software installation, the Oracle VM based virtual infrastructure can be configured through Oracle VM 
Manager: The configuration tasks include : 

• Configure multiple networks  

• Configure shared storage and storage repository, server pool 

Figure 6 shows the networking and storage configuration of such an infrastructure for Oracle VM based virtualization 
environment. You can refer to Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Administration Guild 12c   Release 2. E28814-01 for details.  
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Figure 6: Storage and Networking Infrastructure of   Cloud Environment 

 

Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c to manage the Infrastructure Cloud 

 

While Oracle VM manager is mainly designed for the tasks of configuring and virtual infrastructure, Oracle Enterprise 
Manager will provide much wider scope of the life cycle management of the cloud management that covers the entire stack of 
the cloud from lower level physical or virtual servers all way to the applications level as shown in figure 8.   The right figure on 
Figure 7 shows the menu in Enterprise Manager 12c that leads to the management of the virtualization based infrastructure 
cloud.  

                     

 

Figure 7: Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c provide the life cycle management of the entire stack. 

Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c software is shipped with two plug-ins : virtualization plug-in and cloud plug-in.  These two 
plug-ins need to be deployed into the Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c in order for the Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c to 
provide the cloud management and virtualization management. Figure 8 shows the GUI steps to deploy these two plug-ins. 
You need to highlight one of the plug-in on the the plug-li list and click Deploy on and select Management sers or 
Management Agent depending on where you want to deploy to. You need to deploy the virtualization plug-in to both 
management server which is the OMS server) and an agent which can be the agent that run on the Enterprise Manager server. 

You only need to deploy the Cloud plug-in to the  management server. 
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Figure 8: Deploy Cloud plug-in and virtualization plug-in to Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c 

Next step to establish the cloud and virtualization management is to register Oracle VM manager in the Oracle Enterprise 
Manager .  Starting with  Oracle VM 3.1.1 Oracle VM manager, you need to configure the secure TCP or called TCPS 
connection to VM Manager host by using the tpcs port 54322 of the VM manager server. The Oracle VM Manager URL is  
tcps://<vmmanager_hostname>.<doman_name:>:54322. Refer to the Oracle support MOS note #1456338.1 for details. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Register Oracle VM Manager in Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c 

 

Once the Oracle VM is registered with Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c, the virtual infrastructure configuration can be 
managed through the Oracle Enterprise Manager console. The management functionalities that Oracle Enterprise Manager 
12c provides is the superset of what Oracle VM manager provides.  The configuration of these two management tools can be 
synchronized automatically if the automatic synchronization option is check or it can be done manually through the 
Enterprise Manager 12c console. Figure 12 shows the structure of the infrastructure cloud on the Enterprise Manager 12c 
console. 
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Figure 10: Managing Infrastructure Cloud through Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c 

 

CREATING ASSEMBLY WITH ORACLE VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY BUILDER (OVAB) 

In the beginning of the whitepaper we mentioned that the Oracle virtual assembly makes it possible to automate the 
provisioning of multi-tier applications. Although we can download some sample virtual assemblies from Oracle E-delivery 
website, we still need to be able to create our own virtual assemblies. Oracle virtual assembly builder is the tool for this 
purpose. This tool takes an existing application system as a reference system to build a virtual assembly. In this session we will 
discuss how to setup such an environment and show the steps to create a virtual assembly. The task to establish an Oracle 
Virtual Assembly Builder (OVAB) Environment can be outlined as:  

• Configure an Oracle Linux 5U7 32 bit Virtual Machine 

• Meet the pre-installation requirements 

• Install and configure OVAB on the virtual machine 

Once we have established the OVAB environment, we create virtual assemblies through this OVAB environment by using an 
existing application system as the reference systems. The steps to create virtual assemblies consist of these three major steps: 

• Introspect a reference system to create an assembly 

• Capture template and assembly archive  

• Export assembly achieve 

Establishing Virtual Assembly Builder (OVAB) Environment 

Instead of building a virtual assembly builder (OVAB) environment on a physical machine, we can leverage the virtual 
environment and use a virtual machine to run the virtual assembly builder.  This virtual machine can be built with using the 
Oracle Linux 5U7 32 bit template. Oracle started shipping Oracle Linux template in assembly format in which there is only 
one template in this assembly.  We downloaded this virtual assembly OVM_OL5U7_x86_PVM.ova from Oracle E-delivery 
and then imported it  into the repository  of the virtual environment. Figure 13 shows the storage repository where the Oracle 
Linux 5U7 32 bit assembly was just imported. 
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Figure 11: Import VM assembly into the storage repository of Oracle VM 

This imported VM assembly is used to create a virtual machine as shown below:  

 

Figure 12: Create an Oracle Linux 5U7 32 bit virtual machine for OVAB 

Before we can install Oracle virtual assembly builder(OVAB), as the prerequisites the following software packages were 
installed onto the virtual machines. These software packages are available for downloaded on the Oracle e-delivery site. 

• JeOS Base x86 and x86_64: ovm-modify-jeos-1.1.0-12.el5.noarch.rpm  

•  Open-OVF : open-ovf-1.1-1.0.47.el5.1.noarch.rpm 

• OL_base_images  ofm_vab_11.1.1.6.0_sample_baseimage_oel_5.7_32bit.zip is copied to  

                                          /u01/app/ovab/ab_instance1/templates/baseImages/OVM/OEL 

   The OVAB software package ofm_vab_linux_11.1.1.6.0_32_disk1_1of1_ovab.zip needs to be unzipped. 

After the  OVAB software package is unzipped to a directory,  we started installing OVAB  by running this command as the 
Oracle user: 

          $./runInstaller  

As a part of the installation, it requires to identify the location of Oracle Linux Base image which will be used  for the creation 
of an virtual assembly later.  
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Figure 13: Installation of OVAB 

 

Creating Assemblies with OVAB 

OVAB is designed to take an existing application system to create a virtual assembly which packages the applications.  

 

 
Figure 14: OVAB captures the application configurations to create an assembly.  
 
In order for OVAB to connect to the reference systems to capture the application system configuration, the firewall on the 
reference system hosts need to be turned off temporarily.   
To start the OVAB studio GUI,  run this command as the Oracle user: $./abstudio.sh.  
On the OVAB studio GUI, specify the reference systems host and login information so that OVAB can remotely login to the 
reference system to capture the applications configurations.            
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Figure 15: Specify the login and application file set information of the reference system. 

OVAB captures the application configuration in the reference system into a file set and package this file set with the Os 
images to form the virtual templates and virtual archive assembly  
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The processes completes the template  creation and assembly archiving 

 

 

Figure 16: Completing the assembly creation 

The assembly is achieved and stored as a .ova file in the OVAB host from which you export to  other location. 

 

 

There are few lessons learned by going this exercise: 

. Use  the 12th version ovm-modify-jeos-1.1.0-12.el5.noarch.rpm, otherwise you will experience this kind of error: 

 

               . Need to shutdown firewall in both the OVAB hosts and the reference hosts to avoid the following error: 

 

             .  Use root or other user with sudo to do interspect and make sure you can connect to the reference system from   

                 OVAB host and  you run  the weblogic server while you do the introspect process otherwise you may experience  

                the error like this: 
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DEPLOY ASSEMBLY IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT 

Virtual assemblies need to be exported from OVAB and then imported into the storage repository of an Oracle VM virtual 
environment before it can be used to create virtual machines.  Figure 15 shows the process:  

 

 

Figure 17: Process to deploy assembly to Oracle VM virtual environment 

To export the assembly, copy the assembly archieve file  /u01/app/ovab/Oracle_OVAB1/ab_instance1/archives/ 
mywlstest.ora from OVAB server to /var/www/html/0157 of the Oracle Enterprise Manager OMS server, 

Then run the import GUI step from EM12c to import the assembly to the storage repository of Oracle VM: 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Import a virtual assembly to the storage repository  

 Then start the deployment of  an assembly : 

  

 

Figure 19: Deploying an Assembly 

 

Specify the network and local disk of the virtual machine.   
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Figure 20: Define network and storage configuration of a VM 

The deployment job is kicked to run as a batch job and can be monitored   

 

Figure 21: Monitoring virtual machine creation 

 

DEPLOY ASSEMBLY WITH EM12C SELF SERVICE PORTAL 

The deployment method of virtual assemblies in a virtual environment that we just discussed required a lot of manual steps 
and the system administration skills. Although this method works fine for an environment that is administrated by 
virtualization administrators, it is not suitable for a cloud environment which need automate the deployment or provisioning 
of the applications in the cloud. This session will discuss the how the virtual assemblies can be deployed automatically as a 
port of the self service provisioning in an cloud environment. 
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This self service deployment process is shown in figure 24: 
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Figure 22: Self Service deployment of an Assembly in Cloud   

 

The workflow is divided into several levels of tasks done by different roles in the cloud management: 

– Cloud Administrator to setup Cloud structure: 

                             VM server, storage, Network, server pool, Oracle VM manager, Oracle Enterprise Manager  

– Self Service Administrator to setup the Self service portal Setup: 

•    Load the assembly into software library  

•    Publish the  assembly and make it  available for self service users 

•    Define VM seize, assign Quota to users/roles, define access boundary  

– Self Service Users to use Self Service Portal to request service 

• Deploy Applications through templates/assembly by requesting the application virtual machines 

• Managing and monitoring  of virtual machines and resource usages 

In previous sessions, we  have discussed the tasks of Cloud structure including VM server, storage, Network, server pool, 
Oracle VM manager, Oracle Enterprise Manager. Let’s continue with the Self service portal Setup by Self Service 
Administrator.  

Load Virtual Assemblies into Software Library 

 The software library is the repository with Enterprise Manager that stores all the software images that are used by Oracle 
Enterprise Manager  self-provisioning feature for application deployment. The software library can be created on a file system 
which Oracle EM12c OMS server can access. To create the software, go to EM12c console by navigating  Setup-> 
Provisioning and Patching----> Software Library: 

 

Figure 23: Software Library  
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To load a virtual assembly into the software library, at first the assembly component is created in the software library. This 
component is under the virtualization category.  

  

Figure 24: Create an Virtualization Entity  in the Software Library 

 

Then load the .ova assembly achieve file to the software library as a part of the virtual assembly component: 

 

Figure 24: Import an Assembly into the Software Library 

 

Self Service Portal Setup  

Self Service Portal is designed for the automatic provisioning of the cloud application services as well as the resource 
management of the cloud applications.  The Self service admin needs to do the self service portal configuration tasks:  

• Set resource quota to users/roles  

• Define and publish service assemblies/templates  

• Monitoring and Manage the requests and resources 

 

 

Figure 25: Self service portal Setup Page 
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Once the virtual assembly is loaded into the software library, the self-service admin is responsible for granting the permission 
of using this assembly to self-service users so that they can request to deploy the application service using the virtual assembly.  

In addition, the self service admin handles the following provisioning and management tasks to make the assembly and 
provisioning process available for the self service users: 

• Set resource quota to users/roles  

• Define and publish service assemblies/templates  

• Monitoring and Manage the requests and resources 

 The following  is the self service portal. The left column lists of the self service setup tasks. 

 

Figure 26: Machine Size Page 

As  Self Service admin, you  can define different level of the machines sizse based on the  computing resources. Figure 19 
shows the large, Medium and small site.  You also can define certain roles and users.  You can grant the quota of the 
computing resources such as virtual CPU number, memory size and local disk size to certain roles. In the following example, 
WLS_SELGSERVICE role is created and is granted to create virtual machines in zone 1, with limit of maximal 10 servers, 
total 20 virtual CPUs and 200GB memory and 2000G disks. Any users that are granted this role will be given this resource 
quota . 

   

 

Figure 27: Assign quotas, zones and Network Profiles to role 

 

Then you can create a new user wls_user  and  assign the WLS_SELFSERVICE role to this user so that this user has been 
assigned this resource quota. This user is also assigned the EM_SSA_user role which allows this user to use the Self service 
portal.   
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Figure 28: Assign Roles to User 

But this user still needs to be able to request a provision of the application virtual machine , for example a virtual machine 
which has the preconfigured Weblogic server.   In order to achieve this goal, the self service admin needs to publish the 
Weblogic server assembly that we preloaded in the Software library to this user. The way to implement this is to publish this 
assembly to the WLS_SELFSERVICE role. As this web_user user is granted the WLS_SELFSERVICE role, this user also 
gained the access to this weblogic server assembly. Then when this user requests a provision of the weblogic virtual machine, 
the provisioning procedure will automatically deploy the weblogic server assembly onto the cloud infrastructure by creating 
the virtual machines and give the access of these virtual machines to the user.  

This process is done by  clicking the Software Components tab in the infrastructure Cloud Self Service portal page and  
publish the assembly components to the WEL_SELFSERVICE role as shown in figure 20:  

My Weblogic Assembly is published for WEL_SELFSERVICE role. Since  WEL_SELFSERVICE role is assigned to 
wls_user,  wls_user is also granted the access to use the My Weblogic Assembly. 

            

Figure 29: Publish Assemblies to Role 

 Now when the wls_user login to Enterprise Manager 12c, it can see the my weblogic assembly. 
 

 

Figure 30: Assemblies available for the Self Service user 

And it can request a new weblogic application service from the cloud by selecting My weblogic assembly for this request: 
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Figure 30: Self Service User makes a request for Application server provisioning  

Once the user makes the request, the self service provisioning process will create a virtual machine using  ‘my weblogic 
assembly’  . By nature, this virtual machine has a preconfigured weblogic server. 

On the self service portal, this self service user also can monitor all the virtual machines owned by himself and also the 
resource usage of these virtual machines. 

 

 

Figure 30: Monitor the Application Servers and Resource Usage. 

Summary: 

In this whitepaper we have examined a method to simplify application deployment in Cloud environment. The method 
consists of several latest technology areas: 

• Create virtual assemblies with Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder 

• Establish Oracle infrastructure cloud environment with Oracle VM 

• Deploy virtual assembly in infrastructure Cloud 

• Setup Oracle Self Service Portal 

• Deploy Oracle virtual assembly through Oracle Self Service Portal 
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